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STABILITY OF HARMONIC MAPS AND MINIMAL IMMERSIONS

Y. L. PAN1 AND Y. B. SHEN

Abstract. It was proved by J. Simons [10] that there does not exist any stable

minimal submanifold in the Euclidean sphere S", and P. F. Leung proved that any

stable harmonic map from any Riemannian manifold to S", where n > 3, is a

constant. In this paper, we generalize their results and indicate that there are many

manifolds having such properties as S".

A harmonic map is a differential map which is a critical point of the energy

functional, and a minimal immersion is a harmonic isometric immersion [3]. There

have been some nonexistence theorems of stable harmonic maps [4, 6-8, 11, 12]. On

the other hand, it was proved by J. Simons [10] that there does not exist any stable

minimal submanifold in the Euclidean sphere. The aim of this paper is to generalize

these results.

1. Basic formulas and notation. In this section we establish our notation and state

some basic formulas. More details can be found in corresponding references. We

shall make use of the following convention on the ranges of indices:

0 < A, B, C, ...<«+ p,    i < a,ß,y,... « m;    n + 1 < p., v,... < n + p;

1 < i, j, k,... < m;        m + 1 < r, s < n,   iîm<n.

1.1 Harmonie maps [2, 3, 9]. Let M and TV be Riemannian manifolds of dimensions

m and n, respectively, and /: M -> N a. smooth map. We choose local fields of

orthonormal frames {e,} and { e'a} in M and N, respectively, and let { w¡} and { w'a}

be the fields of dual frames.

Under the map /, we have f*w'a = E,aa,w,. E(f) = è/«£,*,, aa,- *1 is called the

energy off. f is harmonic if the tension tensor t = ZQi, aaije'a vanishes, where aa¡J is

the covariant derivative of aai.

For any deformation vector along /, V = Ea Vae'a, the second variation of the

energy is

(1.1) I(V,V) = -f   [¿ZvJàMVa+     I   aßlaytV8R'ßayt))*l,

where AM is the Laplacian of M and R'a   s is the curvature tensor of N.
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If, for any deformation vector V along f, If{V, V) is nonnegative, then the

harmonic map /is said to be stable.

1.2 Minimal immersions [1, 10]. When/: M *-» N is an isometric immersion from

M to N, then/is minimal if and only if /is harmonic. Let /be a minimal immersion

from M to N, and Af compact without boundary. For any normal deformation

vector U = Er urer of /( M ), the second variation of the volume is given by

A«r+ Kß„+ *;,)«, •i,(1.2) /(l/,l/) = -/ [xx

where uri, urij are the covariant derivatives of ur,

(1.3) Aur =!>„,,
Í

(1-4) Ô„ =   E«r//^>

and

(1-5) «'„=!«;„,

/is said to be siaWe if ïf(U, U) is nonnegative for any normal deformation vector U.

1.3 Submanifolds in the Euclidean sphere Sn+P [5]. Let X: N «-» S"^ c /r+'+1 be

an isometric immersion. We choose a local field of orthonormal frames

e0, e,,...,en, en+x,.. -,en+pin the Euclidean spaceR"+f+1 such that, restricted to N,

the vectors ex,...,en are tangent to N and e0 = -X; here X is the position vector.

Then we have

(1.6) dX=Z»J>a,
a

(1-7) <fe« = E w«^ + E U^h^ - Xwa,
ß v-3

(1-8) <*V = - E 2?&V« + E we,,

and the second fundamental form of M in S"+p is

(1.9) £=   ¿Z BSßwa»wß9eß.

With the notation

(1-10) Beateß = B(ea,eß) = zZB*aßell,

the square of the length of the second fundamental form B can be written as

(i.ii) ll*H2«E (*....,, O - £ {Kt)\
a,ß a,a,ß

where ( , ) denotes the inner product in Euclidean space, and the mean curvature of

X(M) as

(1.12) H - trace B = E*,.,,. = E B, e„-
a,ii
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2. Main results. Firstly, we prove

Theorem 1. Let N be an n-dimensional submanifold in S"+p with second fundamen-

tal form B and mean curvature H in S"+p. When n > 2 + B, there is no nonconstant

stable harmonic map from any compact Riemannian manifold M to N, where

I 2) 1/2

(2.1) B = j E (2I(*.T..., O - (H, O) }     •

Proof. Suppose that / is a harmonic map from a compact Riemannian manifold

M to N. Let L be the space of deformation vector fields on N defined by

(2.2) L = {A|N : A is any constant vector in R"+p+1}.

For any KeL, since it is the projection over N of a certain constant vector in

Rn+P+1, we can write

(2-3) V=Zvaea,       va = (A,ea).
a

Noting àMva = ¿Zßtyti vaßyaßiayi, where vaßy is the second covariant derivative of

va with respect to the connection of TN, and using the Gauss equation and

(1.6)-(1.8), we compute

(2.4)       I/(V,V)=fl2'£aaiaßlvj)ß-     E    aßiayiV(P)iBlßy
M   V    «,j3,i a,/S,Y,M.'

+       E      aßiayivavyB£ßBgy -   E aßfißivava
a,ß,y,8,fi.,i cc,ß,i

+      E      aßiay,v,ps(Bj}sBZs - B$yB£s)) * 1,
a,ß,y,8,fi,i I

where vfí= ( A, e¿) and B£ßy is the covariant derivative of B£ß.

Since L is a vector space of finite dimension, we can take the trace oi If(V,V)

over L. Using the same technique of taking traces as in [4, 11], we obtain

trace/,« 2(2 - «)£(/)+/    E a^h^B       B     ) - (h, B     ))*1
M a,ß,i V     y '

< 2£(/)(2 - n + B).

The proof is complete.

Remark 1. In the case S" *-> S"+l, we have 5 = 0, and this theorem becomes

Leung's result, which was also obtained by C. K. Peng in [8].

Now we turn to the case of minimal immersion. Suppose N is an «-dimensional

Riemannian manifold in S"+p and /: M -* N a minimal immersion, where M is an

w-dimensional Riemannian manifold. In this case we can choose a local orthonor-

mal basis e0,ex,...,em,em + x,...,e„,en +,,...,en+p such that ex,...,em are tangent

to M, ex,.. .,en are tangent to N, and -e0 is the position vector X. From (1.6)—(1.8),
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restricted to/(M), we have

dX= E^e,,
i

de¡ = E«^«/ + HartjWjer + E £/>,<> " Xw„

(2.5)
der = -Zonj^ej + Evs + E #;>/>,

•J s V-.J

de, = -zZBfjW^ - YjB?jWjer + £*}„*„

where E, arii = 0, since /is a minimal immersion.

Let L be the normal deformation vector space of f(M) which consists of the

normal space of /(M) in N. If U G L we can write

(2.6) E/=E«A>       «r = (A,er>,
r

where A is a constant vector in .R"+/' + 1.

Using (2.5), a straightforward computation shows

(2.7)        unk -■-£*>(«r/J* + E w*) + E(% - E«*,*/*)up

-I>J !>,,/»</* + E W*) - "C
ç '     i II '

l0urik>

j ß

and Brik is defined by

(2.8) ¿ZBrikwk = dBri + ¿ZBrkwkl + ¿ZBslwsr + Eä>„
k k s v

and

(2-9) Mo = (A,e0>,    uj = (A,eJ),    K„ = (A,e„).

Thus we obtain from (1.2)

(2.10)

ïf(u,u) = -f    E u,uA 2% - E«,^ - £«,«,«,,„ + Z.B«Bjl
M   \ i,r,p j '.j M

+ ZuruAR'rs-YjB^BÙ)*l.
r,s * i,u '/

Theorem 2. Let N be an n-dimensional submanifold in S"+p and B the second

fundamental form of N. If \\B\\2 < (n — 1)K, where K(x) denotes the infimum of the

sectional curvature of N at the point x, then there is no nonconstant stable minimal

submanifold in N.
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Proof. Since L is a vector space of finite dimension, we can compute the trace of

I, over L. In a similar way as in Theorem 1, we have

(2.11) trace/^-/     E*'„-   E (*r1)2  *1,

where R'rs is defined by (1.5). Our hypotheses give

(2.12) ¿ZKr = ¿ZKm >m{n-m)K>{n- 1)K,
r r,i

where K(x) denotes the infimum of the sectional curvature of A/ at the point x, and

(2.13) ¿Z(Brf<   E  (Bh)2-M2-
i,r,u ¡¿,ot,ß

Hence

(2.14) traceL<  f   {\\B\\2 -(« - 1)K } *1.
'm   l '

Now the conclusion is obvious.

Remark 2. When ||2?|| = 0, N is just the Euclidean sphere S" and this theorem

becomes Simons' theorem.

Remark 3. It is obvious from the proof that the same conclusion holds when the

ambient space S"+p is replaced by the Euchdean space R"+p. In particular, we have

Theorem 3. If N is a convex hypersurface in the Euclidean space Rn + 1, there exists

no m ( < n)-dimensional stable compact minimal submanifold M in N such that at each

point of M the tangent space of M is exactly spanned by m principal directions of N.

Proof. In this case we choose at each point the principal directions of N in

computing the trace of ïf over L. Thus, since p = 1, and using the convexity of N,

(2.11) becomes

(2.15) trace/,- -j   ÍE*'J*1 < 0.

The proof is complete.

Remark 4. Since S" is an umbilical convex hypersurface in Rn + l, this theorem is

also a generahzation of Simons' theorem in another direction.

Example. Consider the torus T2 •-* R3. Since the greatest latitude belongs to a

part of T2, which itself is a convex hypersurface in R3, it is obvious from Theorem 3

that the greatest latitude circle of T2 is not a stable geodesic.

3. Other results. In the following, we study the relation between the stability of a

minimal immersion and the stabihty of a harmonic map.

Let f: M -> N be a minimal immersion. Then its index from /, is expressed by

(1.2). On the other hand, when we consider/as a harmonic map, the index form 7, is
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expressed by (1.1). But, in this case, we have aai = Ôai and therefore

(3.1) if(v,v) = -/w {e««(a0« + E»A,)J.i.

When the deformation vector is normal to f(M), i.e., v¡ = 0, we have, by a

straightforward computation,

(3.2) If(V,V) = ïf(V,V) + 2q(V,V),

where q(V, V) is a positive semidefinite quadratic form defined by

(3.3) q{V,V)=   (   £ß„pA*l-/   (e(E^a)2)*1-

From (3.2) we easily obtain

Theorem 4. Lei /: M -* N be a minimal immersion and If the index form of ' f as a

harmonic map. Then with respect to any deformation vector normal to f(M), I, = I, if

and only if the immersion f is totally geodesic.

Corollary 1. Let f: M -* N be a minimal immersion. Iff, as a harmonic map, is

unstable with respect to the normal variation of f(M), then f(M) is an unstable

minimal submanifold in N.

Corollary 2. ///: M -> N is a totally geodesic immersion, then f is stable as a

harmonic map if and only if f is stable as a minimal immersion.
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